Welcome To The Eaze Insights 2017 State Of Cannabis Report
This annual report covers the current trends in the California cannabis
market and what happened in 2017. The following report looks at the
anonymized consumer behavior data from Eaze's database of 350,000
cannabis consumers as well as attitudes and usage data based on
over 15,000 survey respondents.
California Is Thriving In The Legal Marijuana Era

On November 8th 2016, California voted to end prohibition and legalized marijuana for
adult use. The very next day, marijuana demand increased by 18% as people traded old
social stigmas for curious new experiences. The people were reassured by marijuana’s
new and lawful status, and thus the era of legal marijuana arrived in California.
Every day more people are discovering marijuana as a wellness tool, many for the first
time ever. Eaze’s industry-leading data indicates a very promising forecast for
California’s cannabis industry.

Every 10 seconds,
someone
orders marijuana
on Eaze.
Californians are increasingly comfortable with marijuana use and are embracing its
benefits. On a typical day in 2016, Eaze customers placed an order every 30 seconds.
In 2017, that number increased 200%, resulting in an order every 10 seconds.

Eaze Insights: California Trends In Cannabis

The cannabis industry is thriving in the Golden State. Our data shows
that people are increasingly using marijuana as part of their daily
routine, whether it’s going out, working, or maintaining wellness. Read
on to see how Golden Staters are reacting to the Green Rush.
The San Francisco Bay Area Leads The Way

While every market had strong growth, San Francisco held onto the No. 1 spot for the
third year in a row. This is likely due to the region’s early adoption of medical marijuana
and widespread acceptance. Close behind however, are the Southern California
markets that are expected to catch up as adult sales take root and as the public
continues to integrate marijuana into their lifestyles.

Which Markets Grew The Most In 2017?
SAN FRANCISCO
PENINSULA
EAST BAY
SAN DIEGO
WEST & SOUTH BAY (LA)
ORANGE COUNTy

ranked by year-over-year growth of deliveries.
SAN JOSE

*NEW MARKET*

When Do People Buy Marijuana?

The past year saw an increase in marijuana use across all major holidays, but especially
among those shared with loved ones like Valentine’s Day and 4th of July weekend,
a sign of evolving times and attitudes towards marijuana. The two biggest and
well-known marijuana holidays, 4/20 (April 20) and Green Wednesday (the day before
Thanksgiving), continue to lead the pack. These numbers are all expected to grow
as marijuana goes mainstream and many people celebrate 4/20 for the first time, as
well as traditional holidays with marijuana.

Top Holidays For Marijuana Use 2017
4/20
GREEN WEDNESDAY
PRESIDENT’S DAY WEEKEND
VALENTINE’S DAY
HALLOWEEN
JULY 4TH
INAUGARATION DAY
CINCO DE MAYO
MEMORIAL DAY
MOTHER’S DAY

ranked by % increase in demand over an average day

Eaze Insights: Product Trends In Cannabis
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Product Trends

The end of prohibition has released a green rush, and today the public
has instant access to a wide selection of marijuana products through
Eaze, including flowers, vaporizers, edibles, topicals, concentrates, and
more. Here are the marijuana product trends of 2017:
Something For Everyone: The Number Of Brands Available On Eaze
Doubled, While The Number Of Products Nearly Tripled

Today's cannabis consumers are incredibly diverse, and they need a variety of products
to fit a wide range of lifestyles and wellness needs. Brands are meeting this demand
with new products for the people, whether they are active, creative, or therapeutic. Eaze
has worked to expand its selection to people as new products enter the market. And
we've been steadily expanding our menu—since 2017 we've increased our number of
brands by 239% and products by 323% in order to meet everyone's wellness needs.

Increase Of Brands Available On Eaze

BRANDS

BRANDS

2016

2017

239% INCREASE

Increase Of Products Available On Eaze

PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS

2016

323% INCREASE

2017

Ready-To-Use Products Surpassed Flower
For The First Time In History

As cannabis enters the mainstream, people are discovering just how easy it is to enjoy
marijuana. Products that are ready to use out of the box, easy to use, and portable,
especially interest newcomers as these products result in a smooth and pleasant
first-time introduction to marijuana. These "convenient" products only require a match
or lighter, a push of a button, or some appetite, and are perfect for many lifestyle
activities, such as prerolls for a concert, or a vaporizer for yoga.
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Californians Prefer Hybrids: Most Popular Strains (Flower) Of 2017

The #1 strain is new to this list--LA OG, a sweet and earthy smelling indica known for its
relaxing effects. Last year’s No. 1 strain, Gorilla Glue, tumbled six spots. Five new strains
also appeared on the list as consumers branch out and explore new flavors, effects, and
experiences. People are also experimenting with different strains for different activities.
Hybrids are still preferred, which account for 60% of the list, followed by
sativa (30%), and indica (10%).

Top 10 Strains Ranked By Sales Volume
LA OG

*NEW*

BLACK JACK

*NEW*

BLUE DREAM

6

JACK HERER

2

GHOST OG

*NEW*

COOKIES

3

GORILLA GLUE

6

SOUR DIESEL

2

HEADBAND

*NEW*

GRAPEFRUIT

*NEW*

SATIVA

HYBRID

INDICA

The Number Of CBD Options Quadrupled In 2017

Most adults know that marijuana is beneficial, but not everyone knows that it’s possible
to get those benefits without the "high" feeling. CBD, or cannabidiol, is a compound
found in marijuana that's non-psychoactive, extremely versatile, and highly sought after
for its anti-inflammatory and healing properties. Because of the exceptionally high
demand for CBD, Eaze has prepared for 2018 and has more than quadrupled the
number of CBD products available for adults.

2016

2017

What Men And Women Are Buying

As record numbers of men and women discover marijuana, the data shows that each
gender has a preference for what type of marijuana products to buy. Overall women
are more diverse in their purchases, opting to buy different products that meet a variety
of health and wellness needs. Men seem to prefer potent efficiency, as concentrated
forms of cannabis were the most popular items for males.

Products With The Highest Ratio Of Female Or Male Buyers

OM
LAVENDER
BATH SOak

PAX ERA
JACK HERER
BLOOM FARMS

SELECT CBD
LAVENDER
ALL-in-one

Silver label
banana dream
concentrate

ROSe OG
Headwaters
flower

CANDY JACK
CAKE BATTER
concentrate

Eaze Insights: People Trends In Cannabis

California has responded positively to legalization and new
demographics are curious about marijuana. Overall, demand is rising
across all age groups.
Adults of all ages are experiencing the benefits of marijuana and the numbers are growing.
Many adults are turning to marijuana as a cleaner, healthier substitute to smoking or
drinking. Consumers are also trying CBD products as a natural, non-pharmaceutical form of
relief. As a result, demand is rising across all age groups.

Female Marijuana Consumers Are Growing

While women have always enjoyed the benefits of marijuana, the vast majority of
marijuana buyers have traditionally been men. But improved access and safety,
combined with an expanding menu of brands and products specifically for women, has
enabled women today to easily get the products they want. Women's monthly
spending increased by 20% last year and continues to rise.

Eaze Customer Breakdown 2015–2017
MALE

FEMALE
2015

2016

2017

75%

25%

67%

33%

Spending by
women has
also increased

20%
65%

35%

Marijuana Orders By Baby Boomers Increased By 19%,
The Highest Of All Generations

The total percentage of orders from Baby Boomers increased 19% year-over-year—the
largest growth among any generation on our platform. Followed closely by Gen X
who increased by 13% year-over-year. This trend suggests that a significant portion of
the industry’s growth is due to people looking for wellness and therapeutic options.

Year-Over-Year Change From 2016
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Product Preference By Generation

We’ve begun to see clear generational product preferences as adults discover new
consumption methods. In 2017, baby boomers gravitated toward topicals while
millennials prefered vaporizers—in fact our data shows that 72% of millennials purchased
one in 2017. Gen Xers prefer edibles and drops the most, which suggest they prefer
non-smoking options for consumption.

FLOWER
Flower–also known as bud–is the most recognizable form of marijuana, making
it the top-selling category. Often compared to wine, flowers exhibit unique
traits like taste, aroma, and effect. Many people also enjoy the process of
preparing flowers for consumption, such as choosing a strain or rolling a
joint. Flower’s effects are felt immediately, and many flower strains are bred to
meet specific needs like pain and stress relief, mental wellness, and more.

What percentage of customers ordered them in 2017?
GEN Z
1996–Later

75%

MILLENNIAL
1985–1995

68%

GEN X
1965–1984

59%

BABY BOOMERS
1946–1964

57%

PREROLLS
Prerolled flower is the most convenient way to smoke marijuana. Prerolls are
precisely what you’d think—flower that’s rolled in paper and ready to use.
They go anywhere and are available in many sizes and varieties. Prerolls are
especially popular for beginners who may not know how to roll a joint or
pack a bowl. They’re also ideal for situations that require immediate relief.

What percentage of customers ordered them in 2017?
GEN Z
1996–Later

58%

MILLENNIAL
1985–1995

56%

GEN X
1965–1984

47%

BABY BOOMERS
1946–1964

36%

CONCENTRATES
Concentrates are highly potent extracts made from cannabis flower that come
in many varieties. If flower is like wine, then concentrates would be the fine
scotch—potent, with intense flavor and aroma. The highly refined nature of
concentrates makes them a favorite among people who are looking for
purity, maximum taste, and instant effect.

What percentage of customers ordered them in 2017?
GEN Z
1996–Later

34%

MILLENNIAL
1985–1995

19%

GEN X
1965–1984

16%

BABY BOOMERS
1946–1964

15%

VAPORIZERS
Vaporizers are the breakout star of 2017. Also called “vapes”, they're
battery-powered, pen-shaped devices that activate a prefilled cartridge of
marijuana extract by vaporizing it with hot air instead of burning it.
They’re the fastest growing segment due to their portability, durability, and
convenience. Health-conscious consumers also like vaporizers because
they’re smokeless, available in CBD options, and fast acting.

What percentage of customers ordered them in 2017?
MILLENNIAL
1985–1995

72%

GEN X
1965–1984

71%

GEN Z
1996–Later

69%

BABY BOOMERS
1946–1964

63%

Drops & TINCTURES
Drops—or tinctures—are a special infusion of cannabis and other botanicals,
dispensed with a dropper and absorbed through the mouth. They’re extremely
easy to use and allow consumers to create a new class of drinks—cannabis
cocktails. These alcohol-free beverages have all the benefits of marijuana
without the traditional hangover. Drops are super portable and come in many
CBD and THC ratios, perfect for any occasion.

What percentage of customers ordered them in 2017?
GEN X
1965–1984

19%

BABY BOOMERS
1946–1964

18%

MILLENNIAL
1985–1995

14%

GEN Z
1996–Later

8%

Edibles
Edibles have come a long ways from the days of homemade magic brownies.
Today there are many savory and sweet options for consumers. People reach
for edibles because the effects are stronger and longer lasting than other
methods, without any kind of smoking or inhalation. Edible consumption is
growing as education continues on best dosing practices to help adults control
their experiences.

What percentage of customers ordered them in 2017?
GEN X
1965–1984

56%

MILLENNIAL
1985–1995

54%

GEN Z
1996–Later

49%

BABY BOOMERS
1946–1964

48%

TOPICALS
Topical products are used solely for external application and come in formulations
such as balms, lotions, creams, sprays, patches, and bath products. These
products are predominantly non-psychoactive, providing all the benefits of
marijuana without the high. Topicals are a popular choice for people with
specific, localized needs such as skincare, relief, or recovery from injury or surgery.

What percentage of customers ordered them in 2017?
BABY BOOMERS
1946–1964

14%

GEN X
1965–1984

13%

MILLENNIAL
1985–1995

12%

GEN Z
1996–Later

7%

Monthly Spending Is Up For All Generations

Widespread acceptance is growing and people of all ages are no longer hesitant
about trying marijuana. Annual spending per month is up for all generations as
innovative Californians are taking up the benefits of marijuana into their lifestyle.

Increase In Monthly Spending 2016–2017
baby
boomer

GEN X

MILLENNIAL

GEN Z

2017

$185

2016

$152

2017

$189

2016

$148

2017

$179

2016

$136

2017

$180

2016

$125

Eaze Insights: Wellness Trends In Cannabis

Eaze provides marijuana products and industry data to help all people
manage their wellness. We do this by providing a wide selection of
products, surveying users, and sharing results with the community. Here
are the results of the 2017 Wellness surveys:
People Are Consuming Marijuana To Reduce
Sleeping Pill Consumption

Marijuana helps people sleep at night. People are reducing or replacing their sleeping pills
with marijuana for different reasons such as cost-effectiveness or less drowsiness.
57% of consumers surveyed use or have used sleeping pills, and 95% of those people
said that they used cannabis to help reduce their consumption of sleeping pills. Of
this 95%, almost half (45%) reported that they completely replaced their sleeping pills
with cannabis.

57%

of cannabis consumers surveyed,
use or have used sleeping pills.

of that

95%

used cannabis to help reduce their
sleeping pills consumption.

of that

45%

replaced sleeping pills entirely
with cannabis.

cannabis vs. SLEEPING PILLS

People Who Replace Sleeping Pills With Cannabis
Prefer Flowers And Vaporizers

People prefer the natural properties of flowers and vaporizers instead of synthetic
sleeping pills. 37% of respondents reported flowers as their primary substitute for
sleeping pills, while 29% preferred vaporizers instead of sleeping pills. This is likely due
to the fast delivery of THC of these methods, making it easier to fall asleep faster.

Top Marijuana Alternatives For Sleeping Pills
FLOWER

37%

VAPORIZER OIL

29%

EDIBLES

17%

CONCENTRATES

8%

DROPS

5%

PREROLLS

3%

TOPICALS

0%

based on a survey of 5,000 respondents

People Are Consuming Marijuana To Help Reduce Tobacco Use

Nearly three quarters of tobacco users reduced their tobacco usage with marijuana.
The effects of THC last much longer than nicotine, the primary ingredient of tobacco.
38% of respondents use or have used tobacco, and 73% of those reported that cannabis
helped them reduce tobacco usage. Nearly 13% of these people completely
replaced tobacco with cannabis.

38%

of cannabis consumers surveyed,
use or have used tobacco.

of that

73%

used cannabis to help reduce their
tobacco consumption.

of that

13%

replaced tobacco entirely
with cannabis.

cannabis vs. tobacco

People Are Replacing Tobacco With Flower And Vaporizers

People who use tobacco prefer flowers and vaporizers for substituting tobacco.
These marijuana products are flavorful and quickly provide effect.
55% of respondents reported flowers as their primary substitute for tobacco, while 29%
preferred vaporizers instead of tobacco. Both of these methods can help
reduce tobacco usage by providing an experience similar to smoking.

Top Marijuana Alternatives For Tobacco
FLOWER

55%

VAPORIZER OIL

29%

PREROLLS

8%

CONCENTRATES

6%

EDIBLES

3%

DROPS

1%

TOPICALS

0%

based on a survey of 5,000 respondents

People Are Consuming Marijuana To Reduce Anxiety
Medication Consumption

Marijuana can provide a natural alternative for people who use prescriptions for
anxiety. In particular, indica strains of marijuana are reported to have soothing effects.
48% of respondents use or have used anxiety medication, and 95% of those reported
that cannabis helped them reduce anxiety pills. While 40% of these people
completely replaced anxiety pills with cannabis.

48%

of cannabis consumers surveyed,
use or have used anxiety medication.

of that

95%

used cannabis to help reduce their
anxiety medication consumption.

of that

40%

replaced anxiety medication entirely
with cannabis.

cannabis vs. anxiety medication

People Use Flower And Vaporizer Products To Reduce Anxiety

People use marijuana to help manage their anxiety. People with anxiety tend to
prefer fast-acting flowers and vaporizers as a substitute for anxiety pills.
37% of respondents reported flowers as their primary substitute for anxiety pills, while
29% preferred vaporizers instead of anxiety pills. This is probably due to the fast
delivery of THC of these methods, making it easier relax and maintain mental wellness.

Top Marijuana Alternatives For Anxiety Medication
FLOWER

37%

VAPORIZER OIL

29%

EDIBLES

10%

CONCENTRATES

7%

PREROLLS

5%

DROPS

3%

TOPICALS

0%

based on a survey of 10,000 respondents

